Product codes:
Reference: EUF033-E5B71

Product price:
£ 3.99 tax included

Product attributes:
Colour: Black, White, Red, Grey, Olive, Hi Vis Orange, Pink, Royal, Wine, Cerise, Hi-Vis Yellow 33, Bottle Green 33, Lilac 33, Navy 33, Chocolate 33, Purple 33, Stone 33, Turquoise 33
Type: Fabric, Order Sample, Thread

Product short description:
A medium weight polyurethane coated polyester water Resistant fabric. This 4oz Waterproof fabric provides a good level of water proofing and very to use and can be stitched using a domestic sewing machine. Used for pet clothing and bedding, shelters, bunting, outdoor covers and bags.

100% Polyester
150cm wide
113gsm